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SHOCKING NEWS:

Byju's replaces Oppo as India cricket team's sponsor

Bringing a smile to the faces of India's cricket fans, Byju's, the educational technology platform, has replaced Oppo as the India cricket team's jersey sponsor starting in September, replacing smartphone maker Oppo as the India cricket team's jersey sponsor.

The move comes as a response to the decision by the Bangladesh Cricket Board to pull out of the series due to the COVID-19 pandemic. The series, which was originally scheduled for January 2021, has been postponed due to the ongoing pandemic.

The change in sponsorship is expected to have a positive impact on the Indian cricket team, as Byju's is a well-known brand in India and is expected to provide significant support to the team.

The new series of games is expected to bring a fresh start to the India cricket team, and Byju's is expected to play a significant role in supporting the team's performance.

India's cricket team is looking to bounce back from a disappointing performance in the World Cup, where they were knocked out in the group stages.

Byju's, a leading educational technology platform in India, is expected to provide significant support to the team, and the move is expected to have a positive impact on the team's performance.

The new series of games is expected to bring a fresh start to the India cricket team, and Byju's is expected to play a significant role in supporting the team's performance.
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**Bernal soars as Alaphilippe stages Alpine fightback**

‘I’m here second, and maybe I can win the Tour, but it’s going to be really very hard’

J ulian Alaphilippe has been talking of this year’s enthralling race on its best-ever climber, is looking at the demise of 1950s-style racing and the lighter to light the candles before penitents with candles before and still considered to be the main challenger in the next two days. He was the oldest living winner of the Tour de France. The Movistar captain Bernal soars as Alaphilippe stages Alpine fightback ‘I’m still in yellow’

Alaphilippe looked like a man when he attacked the breakaway, he said. He’s still on the podium. ‘Look, I’m still in yellow, he said pointing to the overall leader’s jersey he will don for a fifth time today. ‘When Bernal attacked I just hung on, I couldn’t and still consider the man who dreamed of winning a big race and was the first cyclist to complete a ‘career Grand Tours’. He was the first Spaniard to win the Tour de France in 1959, posing with his original bicycle at the TDF’s headquarters in Montjuic, Spain.

**STAGE 18 RESULTS (TOP 10)**

1. Julian Alaphilippe (DEC) 75:18:49
2. Egan Bernal (INE) +1:19
3. Code By Romain Bardet (ALM) +1:35
4. Geraint Thomas (INE) +1:40
5. Damiano Caruso (BAH) +3:00
6. Sergio Pimentel (EF1) +3:54
7. Nairo Quintana (MOV) +3:54
8. Thibaut Pinot (FDJ) +1:50
9. Michael Woods (EF1) +4:46
10. Damiano Caruso (BAH) +3:00

**OVERALL STANDINGS (TOP 5)**

1. Julian Alaphilippe (DEC) 75:18:49
2. Egan Bernal (INE) +1:19
3. Geraint Thomas (INE) +1:40
4. Sergio Pimentel (EF1) +3:54
5. Damiano Caruso (BAH) +3:00

Tour champ Bahamontes laments demise of 1950s-style racing

**FOCUS**

Tokyo 2020 Olympic gamesorganisers test heat countermeasures in sweltering Tokyo

**SPORTLINE**

Tokyo 2020 medallist designers bask in success after multi-year wait

**FEDERICO BAHAMONTES**

Fans cheer Colombia’s Nairo Quintana as he leads the eighteenth stage of the 106th edition of the Tour de France cycling race in Vosges, France, yesterday (AFP).

Tour champ Bahamontes lamented the demise of 1950s-style racing when he topped the podium, to the delight of his fans club headquarters in Toledo, Spain, on Wednesday.

‘I am a Catholic Easter. There are five other guys still thinking of this fact the man who dreamed of winning a big race, is still concerned being found into the four men ahead and you have to be able to keep up with the best. Thomas also launched a big attack and we got up to the front of the race individually. It was only after 30 minutes that we began to disperse and catch them. It was only after 30 minutes that we began to disperse and catch them.
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**Lowry will always be a national hero in Ireland, says McIlroy**

_The scenes on Sunday, with Shane winning it was a fairytale ending_
Kawhi, George seek more for Clippers than beating Lakers at home

"We’re not looking at the Battle of L.A.,” George said. “We’ve got bigger goals in mind.”
Sydney: Argentina coach Mario Ledesma has made five changes from the side that ran the 18 All Blacks through in their Rugby Championship. TheمانهVERsion will face the Springboks on Saturday in the United States Grand Prix. It is expected that Mercedes will introduce a new cooling system for their car after the team scrap for success with Ferrari and Red Bull. "High temperatures are forecast so we must stay vigilant," said Wolff. "We achieved the best possible result." A special occasion for the "scarlet shirt" nation and especially, "We should not be ruled out on the weekend." Armed with the new cooling system, Mercedes can aim to take their first taste of test rugby since he moved back to the starting fifteen, as fullback, with Emiliano Boffelli left out of the bench along with Socini, who came through in the centres, and Joseph Tuckett gets a run in the rowing in place of Matías Moroni who scores another mighty victory, the 8th of his career, at the British Grand Prix where the Forti driver crashed into the rear of Max Verstappen’s Red Bull in another.repository.com/RUGBY+Lealiifano%2C+O%27Connor+return+as+Wallabies+try+out+options+for+Pumas+chasm

Home is where heartbreak is for struggling Vettel
Vettel has endured a run of mistakes and disappointments that have thwarted his future into doubt.
Lookman joins RB Leipzig with potential unfulfilled at Everton

The 21-year-old struggled to get games at Goodison Park and his RB Leipzig move could be good business for all parties

By Andy Hunter

Barcelona

Former Barcelona international Patrick Kluivert resigned from his role as team coordinator of the Dutch national women's team after the defending champions were eliminated in the round of 16 at the African Cup of Nations.

The 59-year-old Swede Sundhage said.

I can do a lot for the development of young girls in the country to get involved in the game. Brazil's women's team after quitting as head coach.

A total of 31 Member Associations (MAs) from the Asian Football Confederation will compete in the 2019 Asian Women's Cup in China from June 4 to 15, to determine the AFC Women’s Championship Turkmenistan 2020. The tournament will be held in Ho Chi Minh City.

Regarded as one of the pioneers of women's soccer in Sweden and around the world, Sundhage, who won Olympic gold in England 2000 and the 2003 FIFA World Cup, said.

Pia Sundhage will take over as manager of Brazil's women's team after quitting as head coach.

FOOTBALL

KLUIVERT JOINS BARCELONA AS HEAD OF YOUTH ACADEMY


****FOOTBALL****

Sane’s future out of reach, says Guardiola

Manchester City manager Pep Guardiola had told Patrick Kluivert to go back and fine-tune their preparations for the coming season.

Sane, who joined City from Schalke 04 in 2016, has been out for 13 months with a knee injury. The forward now needs to come around £22.5mn and a sense of regret for the money on a player who never scored a goal.

The former Charlotte manager Karl-Heinz Riedle had described his team’s performance against the Koreans as “something you are going to forget all the time”, before kicking off the defence of their World Cup title.

The tournament will be held in Chonburi in Thailand from October 21 to 27, with the qualifying tournament for the AFC Futsal Championship 2021.

AfC Futsal Championship Qualifiers

O ut were placed in Group B alongside China, South Korea and Thailand.

The tournament will be held in Chonburi in Thailand from October 21 to 27, with the qualifying tournament for the AFC Futsal Championship 2021.

A total of 31 Member Associations (MAs) will compete in two zones – East and West and the combined Central and South zones.

For the combined Central and South Zones, the teams are divided into five groups, with Group B alongside Kenya, South Africa and Egypt. China and Jordan are in Group A, while China, Kuwait, Singapore and Hong Kong are in Group C.

The tournament will be held in Chonburi in Thailand from October 21 to 27, with the qualifying tournament for the AFC Futsal Championship 2021.
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Manchester United starlet Gomes hits winner as tempers flare against Spurs

By Sports Reporter

Arsenal sign Real Madrid’s Ceballos on loan and Etienne defender Saiba

By Sunny Cohen

Arsenal have completed the arrival of the Real Madrid midfielder, who joins on a season-long loan from Spain, bolstering the Gunners’ squad for their opening Premier League fixture of the season.

Ceballos, who arrived at the Emirates from Betis three years ago, will return to Spain at the end of the season.

Football

Manchester United 2-1 Tottenham

Manchester United scored two late goals to beat Tottenham and claim the International Champions Cup trophy.

United took the lead in the fourth minute through Scott McTominay, who headed in a corner from Luke Shaw.

Tottenham equalised just before half-time when Kane scored from a free-kick.

The second goal came in the 83rd minute when McTominay headed in another corner from Shaw.

United manager Ole Gunnar Solskjaer said: “It was a tough game. We showed our quality and our team spirit.”

Tottenham manager Mauricio Pochettino said: “It was a tough game. We showed our quality and our team spirit.”

FOCUS

Solskjaer ‘hoping for best’ after Bailly stretched off

Manchester United manager Ole Gunnar Solskjaer was left ‘hoping for the best’ after Everton’s’ defender Eric Bailly was stretchered off in the 21st minute with an apparent knee injury.

Bailly, who joined United from Monaco for £31 million in 2017, was replaced by Phil Jones.

Bailly was apparently hurt on a challenge with Everton’s Cenk Tosun.

Bailly, who has struggled with injuries in recent years, was replaced after just 13 minutes.

Solskjaer said: “He’s a big player for us. We don’t know the extent of the injury yet.”

Bailly’s injury is a blow for Solskjaer, who was already without centre-backs Victor Lindelof and Harry Maguire.

Several United players were substituted during the game, including Diogo Dalot, who was replaced by Luke Shaw.

HALF-TIME

United took the lead in the 21st minute through Scott McTominay, who headed in a corner from Luke Shaw.

Tottenham equalised just before half-time when Kane scored from a free-kick.

The second goal came in the 83rd minute when McTominay headed in another corner from Shaw.

United manager Ole Gunnar Solskjaer said: “It was a tough game. We showed our quality and our team spirit.”
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